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ABSTRACT 

I A new iinMlkifii^.n of the nocjalive differential conciiu tivity J 
j (NL)O) effect in semiconductor superlattices (Si) is \ 
\ proposed and analysed that is due to the conduction 
J election trapping by donor f.enturfi It is shown that the 
J NDC elte< f occurs tor Mifficontly high [hit reasonable) j 
| laipunty concentration and no! too largo value ot the 
j ., / ,r ratio (whore •;, is the electron energy relaxation 

tinii.' ar»d -.,.. the electron life limn m the conduction band) 
;\h'r<i l!*«r cif){>itt:d d c electric fn;l(! reaches certain critical 
valiio <J<;liiit;d by the physical parameters of the sample. 

Vietnam rational Atomic Lriuryy Commission, Hanoi, 1900 



1. Introduction 

The possibflity of the occurrence of the negative differential con

ductivity (NDC) effect is one of strong stirmiating factors for theoretical 

and experimental investigations of semiconductor superiattices (SL) 

recently due to the important role of this effect in high field devices. The 

existence of the NDC effect in SL when the external field is applied 

paralelly to the SL axis d (E \ \ d \ \ oZ) has become a well-known 

fact (see, e.g., [1 ] ) and is explained by the electron Brllouin oscillations 

with the frequency a = eEd > T"1 (T is the electron collission time) due 

to the presence of an additional SL potential with the period d > a (a is 

the initial lattice period). At the first regard it seems that in directions per

pendicular to the SL axis the eletrons behave like in the bulk and no any 

special effects could be revealed. However, in a set of recent ex

perimental works a NDC region in the current vortage ( / - V) charac

teristics was obsorved in GaxIm-xAs/n-GaAs ( x • 0.8) [2] and 

GaAs/n-GaxAli-x As ( x « 0.7 - 0.94 ) [3-5] SL systems. Several 

mechanisms have been described in explanation of this effect: tho Gunn 

current oscillations, the real space transfer of electrons from the high-

mobility layers to the iow-mobHity ones, etc., although certain contradic

tions remain not yet entirely understood (see [2]). 

In the present paper we propose a new mechanism of the NDC ef
fect that, as will be shown, can become predominant one in superiattices 
with sufficently high (but reasonable, of course) impurity (donor) con
centrations. In reality, the electron real space transfer by overcoming the 
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energy barrier height of the GaAs layer in the GaAs/GaAlAs structures 

appears not so easily realizable, since the electric field required for heat

ing the electrons can appear much more higher than that for reaching the 

impurity level. Besides that, it is known from the experimental data on 

avaiaWe now SL strutures that there exist at least two energy minibands 

in the quantum wett of GaAs layers so that the interminiband transitions 

wU prevent the electrons from the mentioned real space transfer. Finally, 

the dectron-phonon and electron-impurity interactions considered as 

longrange ones for sufficiently thin SL-layers wil certainly reduce the dif

ference in the electron mobility values of different layers. 

Here below we shall consider a GaAs/GaxAJi-x As SL structure with 

the GaxAli.xAs layers containing donor centers (of Si, for example) of 

the concentration Nd and the local energy level £ j ( see Fig. 1 ). This 

level is located usually lower than the second miniband level if the quan

tum well width is not too large. And it is, as a rule, lower than the barrier 

height In such a system the electrons of tho GaAs layers heated by the 

applied electric field will easily reach the impurity level and be trapped by 

the donor centers gMng the NDC region in the / - ̂ characteristics of the 

sample. 

In the section 2 some qualitative calculations of demonstrative 

character based on the equilibrium electron distribution with the tempera

ture Tc (the so-called electron temperature method ) wiJJ be given that 

clearify the physical picture of the effect. Moro rigorous analysis using 

kinetic equation method wil! bo performed in the section 3. 

2. Qualitative Consideration 

'For a qualitative estimation of the effect under consideration 

it is convenient to proceed from the Boftzman form of the electron 
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distribution function with the electron temperature Te. Considering the 

electron gas as a two dimensional one and setting the zero-point of the 

energy scale at the bottom of the first mlntband, from the constant 

electron concentration condition (no = const) one obtains 

£(e) = ***P<rWT*) (i) 

Here p = ml vd is the electron density of states. The system of 

uriite of the Boltzman constant fc<> » 1 and the Planck constant^ = 1 is 

used. The electric current density is expressed by the well-known formula 

J „eu(?)Tv(Te)lf <2> 

where ^(E) is the electron mobility in the presence of an external 

electric field that can be expressed in terms of the electron temperature 

as follows (6]: 

^ • ^ ( T / T / 2 . P) 

From (1) it follows that the density of electrons taking part in the forma

tion of the electric current is 

u(Te) . 3 £ f . (4, 
/Te + I V x p ^ / T i ) 

Using (3), (4) and the expression for the electron temperature in the case 

of electron scattering on acoustical phonons (see [6]), 
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one can obtain the conditions for the differential conductivity ad = dJ7d£ 

to become negative. To simplify the expression (5) we note that, accord

ing to the electron trapping mechanism (ETM) described above, the 

electron temperature Te must tend to the inipurity level ^ j ( l^^) thanks 

to the electric field heating wtilo the lattice temperature remains much 

more lower, 7 < ed, so that the conduction electrons can be considered 

as the hot ones: 1% >7", (iu£/u*) > 1 and the formula (5) turns to 

Now the NDC condition can be derived as follows: 

S\< Na«p("|fXlHJ (7) 

from which one can find two conditions: 

sX « N, (8) 

l< ~ 3 ea/Tj 
(8*) 

that are physically transparent: (8) is strong trapping condition that 

facilitates the occurrence of the NDC effect and (8) is more explicit 

electron heating condition. Numerical estimation using these conditions 

give for the critical field Ec the value 

"" £c£ 6xlO*Vcm*1 



for a typical sample with the data: _ 

£d = 5 0 m e V , 7 # = £ a / 3 - 17M©V, 7 ^ 7 0 K and 
(T*/T) ^ . A / d ^ S x l O ^ c n r T 3 ; 

|lo = 5x103cm2^1s*1, £/t«5xl05cms-1 . 

It is necessary to emphasize here the qualitative character of the 

calculations given in this section since the assumption about the equi

librium distribution with electron temperature becomes nonvalid if the 

trapping process as well as the energy dependence of particle life-times 

are rigorously taken into account Note also that the formulae (3) and (5) 

derived for the bulk case can be considered only as approximate ones 

for the two-dimensional electron gas that takes place in superlattices. 

3. Kinetic Equation Treatment 

It lo niutp mJcKjualo »u cloooriha thp proepfw nf arising of \Uo NRC 

effect in the SL system proceeding from kinetic equation for the electron 
distribution function J(p) in the presence of a d.c. electric field E. The 
known general form of this equation with an account of recombination 
processes is as follows: 

eEiL-Mfl-R (9) 

where Sx[f] is the electron-phonon collision integral and ft tho 

recombination term.The recombination process can be described 

analogously to the case of electron trapping by donor centers with the 

following optical phonon emission [7]. Thus one has: 



R --If^SCe-eJ do) 

with TC the electron life-time in the GaAs-layer. For the determination of 

electric currents In the system it is convenient to write down the solution 

of the equation (9) in the form: 

f -il*btf$+(jM(nfl-?) (ID 

where the index (s) ((a)) indicates the symmetrical (asymmetrical) part 

of the distribution function. The collision integral now consists of two parts 

that in the well-known Focker - Planck approximation (the quasielastic 

scattering approximation) are of the form: 

S U<•) - - -U<* <•» 

Hero 7e, Tp are the energy and momentum relaxation times, respectively. 

As mentioned above, tho electron gas in this case can be considered as 

a two-dimensional one. Indeed, if the SL axis d is parallel to the Z-axis 

and the oloctric field £ is applied along the X-axis, then the conduction 

electrons are moving mainly in the XOY-plano and tho z-dependenco of 

the energy spectrum will not play an essential rolo. Inthis case tho electron 

density of states function 0(e) becomes constant, g -JD » m/vd. Now, 

substituting (ll)into(9)andtakingintoaccoum(12)and(13)one<x>mes 

to tho following system of equations for the functions fl* ,f® : 



. i »|i2»ff» tT j£?} 
3(e) De l t e <> -ae JJ 

-4-f(08«e.eJ, 
r c ~ 04) 

(15) 

The solution of Eq. (14) satisfying the continuity condition will have the 

form: fr 

where £0 (e) « mTfe 7pit. The coefficient C in (16) is deter
mined from the constant electron concentration condition which reads: 

0° 

The electric current density arising in the system can be now calcu

lated by the formula 

•pcWi-rfftff (18) 
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For symplifying further calculations we shall use the constant 

relaxation time approximation (i.e. Ter*f> = const) that have proved to be 

suitable In the treatment of many physical problems of semiconductor su-

pertattices (see, e.g., [8]) . Omitting intermediate calculations we have: 

T(E)-J0*C4*x*;|Je-td* 
1 » Co 

+ [(WM>] J + e_tdt 

where the following notations are used : a = iml iroWd ; 

b = ed / 7; 7 = TP7 TC ; x = EI £c ; Jo = (e^ctpnoT) / IT O7V d . 

The current density as a function of the applied field is presented 

in Fig. 2 where dimensioniess units are used). We see that Ec is the criti

cal field value by approaching of which the NDC effect occurs. With the 

parameter 7 increasing the effect is weakened what means the slowing-

down of the trapping processes, and the NDC effect quite disappears 

when̂ y > 10 . It is also clear that the effect is strengthened when A/a in

creases (the parameter a decreases). 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1 Schematic of energy levds In the GaAs/GaxAli-xAs 
supertattice structure. 

Fig. 2 Electric current density J versus applied field intensity 

E (indimenslonlessunits)for 7 = 0.1 (curvel), 

7 = 1 (curve2) and 7 * 10 (curve3). 
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J/J. 

Fig. 2 
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